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like bumps. the corner pharmacist
said it was an allergy. they looked
more like bites to me. i got on the
phone with my wife and asked her
to call two friends, Jim Kennedy of
Bat Conservation international and
Keith Christenson. they agreed that
the problem was bat mites, and,
although the bites were irritating,
i should fear no permanent effects.
that didn’t make me feel much better. rodney and Kent also had bites,
but not nearly as many. i had worn a
short-sleeve shirt. rodney had long
sleeves, and Kent had prudently applied insect repellant. Surprisingly
we didn’t experience any bites on
our heads, and we had few on our
torsos. this was the most unpleasant
caving experience i’ve ever had. the
bumps didn’t even begin to diminish
until fifteen days later. Finally, after
twenty-two days, each swelling had
largely disappeared. twenty-five
days later several new bites appeared. i suspect the new bites were
from hatching eggs. i washed all my
gear twice in hot water. i fumigated
the car and trunk. i’ll never go into
a room congested with thousands
of bats again.
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Cueva rumbo a Chanchopa
San Gabriel, Colima
18°53.814’ n, 103°43.544’ w wGS84
elevation 449 m

Surveyed 3 January 2010 by rodney Mulder
Depth 120 m, bad air

edro told us of another cave,
Tapasón, high on the mountain
above the river cave. He said it connected to the river cave, but i doubt
it. we had planned on hiking to this
cave the day the bites appeared. not
knowing exactly what to expect from
my approximately two hundred
bites, i didn’t feel comfortable undergoing an exhausting hike. we went
instead to San Gabriel in Colima. My
friends ignácio veduzco and his wife
were joyous to see us. they took us
to two new caves. One was 59 meters
deep, just one narrow, straight drop
with nothing at the bottom, not even
a dead cow. ignácio said it had no
name, so i named it Cueva San ignácio in his honor. the other cave was
a little wider and almost 120 meters
deep. the sun was already below the
Cueva San ignácio
horizon, so there was only time for
San
Gabriel, Colima
rodney to go down. He sketched a
18°54.376’ n, 103°43.485’ w wGS84
small, well-decorated room at the
elevation 442 m
bottom and said the air was bad.
Surveyed 3 January 2010 by Peter ruplinger,
ignácio said the cave is called Cueva
rodney Mulder, and Kent Forman
rumbo a Chanchopa.
Depth 59 m
On our last day i wanted to climb
the mountain
and
map
Tapasón,
Cueva Rumbo a Chanchopa

San Gabriel, Mpo. Ixtlahucán
Colima
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